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Improved teacher and student reach and comfort

Dramatically reduced shadowing

Easy installation – minimal disruption to classrooms

Supplied with Activprimary, Activstudio or Px software

The most affordable integrated system on the market today

Exclusive to Promethean and its partners



ACTIVBOARD 2. The Whole is greater than the sum of its parts.+

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE STAND

Fitted to a wall-mounted height-adjustable

frame, the 64” or 78” board moves vertically

over a distance of 60cm (two feet), to suit 

the tallest or shortest teacher or pupil. 

At its lowest setting, even the smallest 

pupil can reach the top of the board easily.

It’s easy to alter the height using an

adjustable handle at the base of the board.

Once adjusted, it automatically locks into

position. 

The short throw projector

Two years’ development has created the

Sanyo XE40 short throw projector, available

exclusively through Promethean and its

partners. It’s a 1500 ANSI lumen unit with

XGA resolution. 

Mounted on a strong steel arm just one

metre (39”) from the board, it dramatically

reduces shadowing, while producing crystal

clear images. Easy to reach, it’s simple to

maintain, so its life can be prolonged. 

BECTA compliant, it has a sonic alarm, 

no exterior buttons, a model-specific remote

control, which the unit cannot be used 

without, built-in PIN locks and it can display

the user’s logo or name at start-up. 

All these features make it much less attractive

to thieves -and of course, it’s bright orange. 

Speakers 

Activboard+2 comes complete with a multi-media

system, comprising two speakers and separate

amplifier mounted on the stand, to deliver excellent

stereo sound.

Software 

We offer software that is both educationally

relevant and easy to use. Our secret 

is simple: we listen to our customers and

learn from them. This was our approach

when we designed our award-winning

Activprimary and Activstudio software.

Activboard+2 comes complete with either

Activprimary, Activstudio or Px software -

Activprimary and Activstudio are compatible

with Macs or PCs. Px software has been 

developed for the corporate/business market.

Activprimary uses large icons and bold

colours to attract younger children. 

It includes extensive numeracy and literacy

resources along with fun interactive 

features such as rolling dice and a built-in

sound recorder.

Activstudio is for older learners. It includes

over 5000 flipcharts, images, backgrounds

and activities to inspire students of all ages.

Like Activprimary, it has the ability to record

video and audio, so that you can replay

activities and review them.

SPEEDY INSTALLATION 

Installing Activboard+2 is quick and easy. Our new

all-in-one system has integrated cable management, which

means you can say goodbye to fitting projector cables into

the ceiling, and hello to reduced installation downtime.

With Activboard+2 you can be up and running in half 

the time it takes to install a traditional white board -it really

is that simple.

Activpen and ACTIVWand 

Activboard+2 is supplied with our battery-

free Activpen that works like a mouse to

give you pin-point accuracy. It allows you to

mouse over icons to reveal their functions,

mastering software in minutes.

The Activwand (available separately)

enables you and your pupils to reach even

more of the board. And like the Activpen, it

allows you to hover and click. 

SecurE DOCKING UNIT

Ensure that your Activboard+2 is secure

with a specially designed docking unit.

It’s an optional extra with the Activboard+2

system. 

The arm swings round enabling the projector

to be locked away into a secure docking

unit, minimising the risk of theft.

activote

Add a set of student personal response

devices with Activote and get the whole

class fully interactive.

With Activote you can accomplish

formative assessment in real-time, adding

vitality and excitement to the learning

experience.


